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Abstract
In tenns of ~ecognitions m g t h , LL techniques are widely held to be inferior to LR parsers.
The fact that any LR (k) grammar can be =written to be LR (I), w b a s U (k) is stronger than
LL (I), appears to give LR techniques the additional benefit of not requiring k-token lookahead
and its associated ovehead. In this paper, we suggest that LL(k) is actually superior to LR (1)
when translation, rather than acceptance, is the goal. nnher, a practical method of generating
efficient LL(k) parsers is presented. This practical approach is based on the fact that most parsing decisions in a typical U ( k ) grammar can be made without comparing k-tuples and often do
not even t e q u i ~the full k tokens of lwkahead. We denote such "optimized" U ( k ) parsers

tt,(n) I m Q *
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grammar, but only at right edges of productions within an LR grammar.
Hence, if the user is permitted to insert actions at arbitrary positions within an LR grammar,
as in YACC [Joh78], rules must be "cracked" to create a reduce corresponding to the placement
of the action. For example, given the LR (0) grammar (in PCmS notadon):
:

I

IVX"

Wx"

"x" "Y"

inserting two distinct actions, @ 1 and @2, at the following positions:

requires that the LR parser generator restructure the grammar so that the action appears at the
right edge of a rule:
8

:

81. "x"

1 82
,
81

:

"y"

" x " @ ~

The unfomate result of this transformation is that the grammar is no longer unambiguous for
LR (0) parsing. However, the new grammar is LR(1).
Not only is this effect common in constructing LR-based translators, but it is also responsible for LR (1) NOT being equivalent to LR (k). For example, the following grammar would be
LR (1) without actions, but the actions shown below will cause cracking that results in an LR (2)
grammar
s
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In general,,if placing unique actions at every position in an LR grammar will result in an unambiguous LR (k) grammar, that grammar will also be U (k). The intuitive proof is that the additional

strength of LR is derived from the ambiguity about the current position in the grammar, by placing an action at every position, we force the current position to be unambiguous at a l l points in
the parse within k tokens of lookahead - the definition of LL (k).

In fact, it is sufficient that unique actions be placed at the left edge position in every rule of

an LR grammar, if the result is LR (k), the original grammar with actions must be LL,(k). A proof
of this appars in [PDC92a].
1.1.2. Attributes and Inheritance

As mentioned above, we are interested in translators, not mere recognizers. To effect a
transformation, actions must be embedded within the grammar to generate output corresponding
to the input phrase recognized. Toward this end, it is useful to have information about each lexeme recognized, and about each nonterminal, available as attributes of the symbols representing
them in each grammar rule.
Attributes associated with tokens are implicitly functions of the corresponding lexemes. In
contrast, nonterminal attributes are explicitly created and manipulated by actions; they are distinguished from normal attributes by referring to them as inherited atuibutes.
Nonterminal attributes flow upwards and downwards; rules can compute attributes which
are returned upon rule nxluction (upward inheritance) or rules can receive information from productions that reference them (downward inheritance). Because LL parsers make decisions at the
left edge of productions, information can be carried down through each production invocation as
well as returned1. In contrast, LR parsers do not know which set of productions are currently
being recognized and am therefore unable to support downward inheritance.
An example of downward inheritance, in P C n S notation, follows.

Rule t is referenced by both s and u. Until one of those rules has reduced, t does not know
which rule refe~ncedit. Conversely, an LL(2) parser beginning in rule s would immediately
predict the: production that would invoke t. Rule s passes some value, x, to rule t via the
[XI notation; rule t ~ c e i v e its as $0. Similarly, rule u invokes t with downward inheritance
value y. Setting $0 within rule t would set the upward inheritance value for t.
Notitx that the $-variable notation is similar to that used in YACC [Joh78], but downward
inheritance is not permitted in YACC. so the initial value of $0 is undefined. It is possible for
LR-based parsers, such as YACC, to simulate downward inheritance by first building a syntax
uee of the entire input and then traversing the tree in a manner similar to an LL parse [PuC891.

* A good overview of attribute handling in U ( k ) pmeers is given by Milton and Fischa in [MiF79].

However, the efficiency of building a large tree and traversing it seems highly questionable.
Further, downward-inherited attributes can be used in semantic actions that change the syntax
accepted by an U parser, whereas the LR tree-building scheme cannot.
Downward inheritance provides significant power because a rule can decide which rule
referenced it. For example, in a rule which recognizes variable declarations for a programming
language, actions can be a function of an inherited attribute. This attribute could carry infonation as to whether local or global variables were about to appear on the input stream. This
implies that one rule could match the same syntactic structure while dealing with many different
semantic situations. In general, foreknowledge about what production is being recognized proves
useful in practice with regards to triggering actions. It can also be used to implement non-strong
U ( k ) p m r s by passing in the "local" FOLLOWk set for the rule being referenced; i.e. the
FIRSTk of what immediately follows the rule being referenced.

1.13. Grammar-oriented Symbolic Debugging
When grammars become large or when they are augmented with actions, it is often necessary to trace the execution of the parser. The one-to-one mapping of parser state to grammar
position using LL parsing makes it easy to trace the recognition process. For example, a user
could specify that the parser should consume input until an arbitrary position in the grammar has
been reached. In many systems, this can even be accomplished without recompiling the parser simply using a standard symbolic debugger.
In contrast, to set a "breakpoint" at a grammar position within an LR parse, it may be
necessary to "crack" the grammar as described in section 1.1.1. This would require that the
parser be recompiled.
1.1.4. Practical Efficiency Issues

LL parsing uses its stack the same way recursive subroutine calls use their stack. Many
computers have been designed to make the recursive-call stack use efficient. Hence, by generating the parser as a recursive "program" rather than a simulated automaton, some speed advantage is gained. This also aids in the handling of attributes, which act like function arguments,
local variables, and return values. Some additional advantages deriving from program, versus
automaton, implementation are given in sections 3.3 and 4.4.

Although [Rob901 obtains some of these advantages for LR parsers by using "recursive
ascent," the mapping of LR stack use onto function callheturn is not obvious and is rarely used.
14. Why LL(k) Is Not Used

Because UI parsers make decisions on the left edge, lookahead size directly effects parser
recognition strength. A parser with k tokens of lookahead can choose between all productions
(which are recognizable at a particular point) that have common prefixes of length k-1 or less.
The degenerate case occurs when each alternative at a decision point begins with a different
token; only one token of lookahead is required to distinguish between them (hence U(1)) since

there are no common prefixes. Since U ( 0 ) can never distinguish between alternatives, LL (0)
works only when there are no choices to be made.
LL's left-edge decision rule and its dependence upon lookahead introduce a number of
difficulties. This section addresses parser run-time issues related to lookahead and discusses
translator development. Fomately, in practice the problems mentioned here are surmountable
with experience and rarely present more than an inconvenience to the developer.
13.1. Expressive PowerlEase of Grammar Construction
Consuucting a recognizer for a given language is generally easier with an LR parser generator such acs YACC [Joh78] than it is for an LL parser generator because there are fewer restrictions.
For example, LL grammars may not contain left-recursion and alternatives may not specify
common token prefixes of length 2k where k is the parser lookahead size. Although it is possible
to transform grammars to remove left-recursion [AhU79], prefixes can't always be left-factored
to remove U ambiguities. Thus, some LR grammars have no LL equivalent.
The catch is that, as per section 1.1.1, inserting actions in your non-U LR grammar can
cause "cracking" so that the resulting grammar is neither LL nor LR. The fact that it is easy to
accidentally "break" a grammar in this way is the prime source of frustration for many users of
LR parser generators.
Difficulties with LR action insertion have led to the idea that all languages should be
designed to be parsable with both U and LR techniques. Since most languages are designed this
way, the additional strength of LR parsing isn't often utilized.
13.2. Comparisons to k-Tuples
Because LL is weaker than LR, it may be necessary to use larger values of k for LL than for

LR.
To chose an alternative production, an LL (k) parser must compare the next k tokens with all
possible k-token tuples that could be in the FIRSTk set for each alternative. The obvious problem
is that, as k becomes large, the number k-tuples to compare with can be as large as v where v is
number of tokens in the grammar vocabulary ( v = ( V I). Further, each k-tuple comparison may
require k single-token comparisons.
This is a serious problem in traditional LL(k) parsing, but the proposed LL,(n) avoids
using k-tuples wherever possible.
1 3 3 . k-Token Lookahead with Symbol Table Interactions
The dependence upon lookahead in LL parsers presents more than a run-time complexity
problem. Translators generally need to deal with lexemes that can represent different tokens
depending on their context in the input. For example, an alphanumeric string may be a label
name in one scope, a variable in another, and a user-defined type in yet another context; typically,

the token for such a lexeme is determined by lookup in the symbol table. Many language grarnmars are highly ambiguous without this kind of context-sensitive lexeme-to-token mapping.
Unfortunately. this technique presents a problem when a token is looked up in the symbol
table before the correct context has been entered by the translator -a common occurrence when
k tokens of lookahead are used. Consider the following grammar fragment, which recognizes a
sequence of simple type and variable definitions.

t

: USETYPE
WORD
<< &furc urer-rypwiahie >>
I "int" WORD
<<
integer variable >>
I "typedef "int " WORD << add new type to symbd table >>
,
I'

In the above, uppercase words and quoted elements are tokens. Although the grammar is actually
LL (I), a traditional U (2) parser would fail to correctly recognize input.

The problem arises when a user type is defined and it is followed immediately by variable
definition using that new type, the lexical analyzer may not find that new type in the symbol
table.
typedef int boolean;
boolean bvar;

If the parser always maintained two tokens of lookahead, it would obtain lookahead of : WORD
rather than ; USER-TYPE - calling the lexical analyzer for a token for boolean before the
t ypedef had changed the symbol table.
This type of problem can be avoided in many cases by restricting symbol table lookup Erom
the lexical analyzer or by delaying lookahead fetches until tokens are needed by a parsing decision. The LL,,,(n)approach effectively delays the fetches.
2. Practical LL (k) Parsers
U (k) parsers make decisions whose worst case complexity is exponential in k as discussed

in section 1.2.2. Fortunately, one can parse U ( k ) grammars significantly faster than the worst
case would imply without resorting to large automatons.* In the best case, one can decide
between two alternative productions in time proportional to k (even constant time if early e m r
detection is not a concern).
The key to constructing practical LL(k) nxognizers is the observation that it is impossible
to construct a grammar for which every parsing decision requires k tokens of lookahead for
k >l. In fact, the vast majority of parsing decisions for a typical grammar can be made either
Note that, ovaall, parsing is considered 0 (n) for inputs of length n for i!d,

(k) parsers [AhU72].

with no lookahead or with one token of lookahead. An additional simplificadon often can be
made because, in the few cases in which it is necessary to look nSk tokens into the future, it is
rarely necessary to compare the next n tokens of input against all possible n-tuples for that production. By constructing a parser that can dynamically switch between different lookahead
depths and comparison structures, these grammar properties can be exploited to reduce both
parser size and parsing run-time.
A parser generator must analyze each grammar decision point and synthesize a parser deci-

sion rule which uses as few tokens of lookahead as possible and performs a reasonably small
number of comparisons. We will introduce the notion of U,(n) which describes the class of
languages recognizable by different parser decision templates. No claim or p m f of optimality
regarding our decision templates is offered in this paper, but we have implemented an efficient
LL(k) translator writing system called PCCTS (Purdue Compiler Construction Tool Set)
[PDC92] which uses the reduction techniques discussed in this section. For the moment, we will
ignore the method by which an U (k) grammar decision point may be analyzed to obtain k-tuples
representing the possible production token prefixes in an effort to concentrate on parser construction.
Also, for simplicity, we will consider only BNF grammars since Extended BNF grammars
are easily translated to BNF [AhU79].To avoid some of the lookahead problems discussed in
section 1.:1.3, we assume that parsers for given BNF grammars delay lookahead fetches as long as
possible.

Our discussion of LL grammars will be limited to those which satisfy the Strong LL condition since all U grammars have Strong LL equivalents. Strong grammars have the. property that
the "glob.al" FOLLOW, versus a "local" FOLLOW, may be used to predict alternatives within a
rule; this property typically leads to smaller parsers. The "global" FOLLOW set for a rule is the
set of all tokens that can possibly follow any reference to that rule. The "local" FOLLOW is the
set of tokens that can follow a specific reference to that rule.
The decisions made by our LL (k) parsers will be binary in nature; a sequence of a -1 decisions is nexded to uniquely determine which of a alternatives applies.
This simplification is one commonly made in computer hardware to avoid N-ary decisions,

but is done here to simply our presentation. To reduce LL (k) decision complexity, decisions can
easily be made in binary tree search fashion which drops the number of decisions from a-1 to
log,a. It is also possible to reduce this decision to application of a hash function to the next k
tokens yielding a complexity of O(1) to choose a production; however, the hash table would
often be huge and determining a good hash function would be difficult. In addition, it would be
very difficult to comctly interpret hashed entries for k token lookaheads that involve symbol
table inteiactions like those discussed above in section 1.2.3. The a-1 decisions discussed here
can themselves be optimized heavily, but each take fkk token comparisons in the worst case
where f is is the number of k-tuples in a particular FIRSTk set (yielding a worst case of 0 ( I V I ')
where I V 1 is the number of terminals).

2.1. Background

Before examining parser conmction in detail, a few definitions and bit of language theory
are in order. Our notation is based upon past works in language theory [SiS82] FiL881 [AhU79],
but we will present the material in more practical, less rigorous manner.
As in the above examples, words in uppercase and quoted regular expression represent terminals; lowercase words represent nonterminals. Actions are enclosed in European quotes (<<,
>>) and rules are defined in a fashion similar to YACC [Joh78] to bring a sense of familiarity:
s

: alternative1
( alternative2

...

I alternative,
where alternativei is a sequence of terminals and nonterminals.
We shall denote the set of terminals in a grammar as V for vocabulary where v*, V+ and Vk
represent sequences of length "zero or more," ''one or more" and k respectively. ,Nis the set of
nontermirsals defined by the productions and has the same closures to V (e.g. N+). The language
generated by a grammar, G, is L(G) - the set of all termid sequences (suings) that can be
recognized by G beginning at the start symbol, s,in zero or more derivation steps; formally, the
set { o E V* ( s **a]. We shall consider the size of a grammar, 1G I, to be proportional to the
number of positions in G; i.e. roughly the number of references to tokens or nonterminals. G is
LL (k), or LL(k)-decidable, if an LL (k) parser can be constructed to deterministically recognize
L(G); in other words, a parser that correctly predicts which productions to apply from the leftedge using a maximum of k tokens of lookahead.
The concepts of FIRSTk and FOLLOWk are fundamental to determining LL (k)-decidability
and constructing parsers. FIRSTk(o) is simply the set of strings of length k that can possibly be
recognized by o where o E V * nN * [AhU72]. FIRSTk sets are typically defined as a set of ktuples; we introduce FIRST trees as a practical alternative in section 3.1. If we know the FIRSTk
set for each production in an alternative list, one can determine which production to apply given k
tokens of lookahead (unless the FIRST sets are not disjoint). For example, FIRST3(~B C d) is
the3-tuple (A, B, C ) . Ifsomerule dwere:

FIRST4(IA B C d))wouldbetheset{(A, B, C, D ) , ( A , B, C, E ) ]. Whichimplies
that FIRSTl(d) is the set { D , E]. If FIRSTk is required for some rule that can only supply token
strings of length n where n a , FOLLOWk-, is required to complete the computation of the
FIRSTk set.3 In the case of k=l, any rule that is nullable (has an empty production) requires the
Note h a t our FIRSTk sets differ slightly from the nonn in that our FIRS'IZs include the FOLLOW
k-tuplesthat can begin a production.

set when necessary so that FIRSTktruly represents the set of

FOLLOW1 set for that rule. FOLU)Wk(t) for some rule t is the sequence of tokens that can
possibly he matched after some reference to rule t. For instance, consider the following grammar:
s

: A t B C
( t B D

FOLU)W2(t) is the set of 2-tuples { (B, C), (B, D), (C, D) ). FOLLOWk(t)can be
defined in terms of FIRST sets; it is FIRSTk(w) for all w E v * ~ N
that*immediately follow
references to t. The algorithm for computing FIRST and FOLLOW sets outlined in section 3
takes advantage of this definition to simplify set construction.
A grammar decision is considered LL (k)-decidable if, for all productions in the alternative
list, the corresponding FIRSTk sets are disjoint. If a l l decisions are LL(k)-decidable, the grammar
is LL (k)-decidable (i.e. LL (k)). Decisions that are not LL (k)-decidable are considered ambiguous.

The definitions presented in this section are central to the discussions given below since
parsing decisions are generically of the form
rule 0

1
if

1

(

(21, 22, ..., 2 k ) E FIRSTk(alternative
recogruze alternative 1

)

{

( (21, 22, ..., 2 k )
recognize alternative

E

FIRSTk(alternative2)

)

I

( (21, 22, ..., Tk)
recognize alternative,

E

FIRSTk(alternative,)

)

{

else if

1

...

else if

1

1

for each rule present in the grammar. The following sections describe multiple parsing templates
and characterize when they can be used.
2.2. LL (n) 1 n

E

[O. .k ]

Most parsing decisions require at most one token of lookahead, but there are grammar constructs for which n tokens are needed where nYr. However, there is no need to degrade parsing
speed by forcing all decisions to use the amount of lookahead required by the most complex construct in the grammar. This section characterizes those situations; i.e. those situations that need
n Ik tokens of lookahead and compare n tokens of lookahead against n-tuples to determine which

alternative applies.
The following grammar contains both LL (1) and LL (2) constructs:

The first and second alternatives of rule s require two tokens of lookahead to determine which
alternative applies whereas alternatives one and two of rule t can be distinguished with only
one. An efficient parser would use only as much lookahead as necessary. For example, the above
grammar could be loosely translated to pseudo-C in the following way (ignoring error conditions).
5

0

--

(

if

(

(21, 5 )
("a", "b") ) (
match ("a")
;
match ("b");

1
else if

(

(21, 22)

E

( ( " c " , " b " ) , ("a", "dl')} )

(

to;
1

1

t0
(

if

21
"c" ) {
match ("c");
match ("b");

(

21
"aw ) (
match ( "a n ) :
match ("d");

1
if

--

(

-

1
1

where ( z l f z2) is a tuple containing the next two tokens of lookahead, Ti is the ith lookahead
tokenandl ( z l f 2,) == ( " a " , "bW)represents a tuple comparison.4 Decisions within the
same list of alternatives can even be made using different amounts of lookahead. For example, if
we extended rule s to include another alternative,
-

-

--

Here, we uec the notation Ti
"string" to qmmnt comparison of the toka values, ratha than the
pointer comparison suggested by the usual C inteipetation of the mrl~truct.

we would still handle alternatives one and two as before, but alternative three could be predicted
using only one token of lookahead.
s0

-

I
if

(

(21, 22)
match ( " a w );
match ("b");

("a", "b") ) (

1
else if ( (21, Z2) E ( ( " c n , " b " ) , ( " a w , " d n ) ) )

to;
1

{

--

else if ( 21
Ifq" ) {
match ("q");

1
1

thus saving a token comparison
When many tokens of lookahead a~ required to predict a plroduction, the tuples in FIRST,
may have many prefixes in common. If n tokens are needed to disambiguate a decision, there
must be ;at least one token sequence of n-1 that is common to two or more pmductions in the
altemative list; which leads one to believe that the FIRST, set of an individual production may
also have n-tuples with common prefixes. Just as we left-factored grammars in section 1.2.1 to
remove ambiguities, we can left-factor parsing decisions to remove redundant cornparisons as a
practical matter. To illustrate the usefulness of this technique, consider:

The parser for rule s would normally compare
FIRST3(1:):

(zl

,

22,

23 )

against the two 3-tuples of

("a", "b" , "c")
lrbtl
, "d**)

( "a rr ,

which would compare 21 and 22 against "a" and "bW (respectively) more than necessary. If
those two n-tuples were left-factored, a more efficient parsing rule could be obtained:

a0

I
if

( 21

-

"aw 6 L 22

-

"b" 6 6 23 E

("c",

"d") )

(

to;

1
else if (
)
match ( " a v ) ;

.. .

(

The savings becomes even more evident when larger grammars are considered.
This section described how varying degrees of lookahead can be used to generate smaller
and more efficient parsers. More impressive reductions can be achieved by comparing m-tuples
rather than n-tuples where (m a ) .
23. &(n)

I m and n E [O..k ] and mSn

Not all parsing decisions have to be identical in nature and general enough to handle any
construct in the grammar. As demonstrated above, one can reduce decision complexity by varying the mount of lookahead for each decision even if the same parsing decision template is used.
This section describes the situations for which multiple parsing templates can be used in conjunction with our strategy of using minimal amounts of lookahead. We introduce the notion of
&(n) as a means of describing the different parsing templates.
LL(nlR) parsers must consider a number of n-tuples for each decision. The concept of
left-factoring presented above reduces decision complexity by obsenring that the comparison of
n-tuples with a common prefix of length m may be broken down into one m-tuple comparison followed by a number of "n-m"-tuple comparisons. The example given in 2.2:

was parsed using a decision that was left-factored. i.e.
5

0

I
if

(

to;
1

. ..
1

-

"a" 6 & 22

-

**bn6 &

5

E

("c",

lvdw) {

It can be reformulated as a 2-tuple comparison followed by two 1-tuple comparisons while still
using htx tokens of lookahead.

The first, left-factored, decision used tuples of size one and used thnx tokens of lookahead;
hence, it is considered LL l(3). The reformulation uses tuples of size at most two and needs three
tokens of' lookahead resulting in an LL2(3) parsing decision. Left-factoring is an implementation
detail in actuality but is also a special case of LL,,,(n); e.g. when all n-tuples have a common
prefix of n-1 tokens, left-factoring is really a LL (n) decision. &(n) is much smnger than
simple 1e:Ft-factoringbecause it handles situations where n-tuples have no common :prefixes.
Formally, &(n) with m,n E [O..k] and mSn is contained in LL(k). An LLm(n)parsing
decision examines permutations of at most m lookahead tokens and looks no further than n tokens
into the "future." LLk(k) examines k-tuples of at most k tokens in the future and therefore
represents familiar LL (k).
Creating an efficient LL (k) parser amounts to determining the minimum m and n needed to
construct each parsing decision. We constrain m to zero, one or k here because 1am ak is rarely
needed arid can be handled by LLk(k)thus simplifying our discussion without sacrificing generality.5 This constraint arises naturally from the fact that we can perform n set memberships much
faster than we can compare multiple n-tuples. Section 4.4 describes how a set membership operation can be performed in constant time for a fixed vocabulary, V.
In the following sections, we will show that efficient parsers can be constructed for LL (k)
grammmr using a combination of LLo(0), LL,(l), LLl(k) and ILk(k) where k is some userdefined maximum.
23.1. LLo(0) parsing decisions

Tokens occumng consecutively in a production can be recognized without a parsing decision because the expected stream of input tokens can be statically determined; hence, token
sequences within a single production are LLo(0). For instance,

defines a rule called s which matches three tokens in the sequence a b c. A parser generated
using the C programming language would resemble the following code fragment.
To create optimal parsing decisions. u m ( n )for 1am <k would have to be considered

s0
{

match("al*);
match ("b");
match ("c");

/ * match i s a macro t h a t checks f o r i n v a l i d tokens * /

1

No parsing decisions are required and code execution simply flows through the three emrdetection macms.
23.2. LL 1 (1) parsing decisions

This class of decisions is the most common and is equivalent to LL(1). Any decision that
can be made by examining only one token of lookahead falls into this category. Decisions are
always made in constant time since they represent set membership operations in the worst case.
For example,

Rules s and t are LL l(l). Rule s could be parsed via:
s0
{

if

( 71 E

to;

{ " x " , "z*') ) {

--

1
else i f ( K
'1
"a"
match ("a");
match ("b" );

{

1
1

233. LL (n) parsing decisions
The class of decisions represented by LL 1(n) is the most important because, when applicable, it reduces decision complexity from 0 ( I V I 'xkxu) (for a alternatives) to 0 (nxkxa) where
nIk. It is primarily because of this decision template that LL (k) parsing becomes practical.

Consider a production/rule with f n-tuples in its FIRST, set. Let Ai be the set of tokens collected from the ith position in each of the f n-tuples. Also, let hi represent the set of tokens collected from position i from the FIRST, tuples for the jfh production. Under certain circumstances. a parsing decision using hi sets can be used to predict productions; i.e.

where a is the number of alternatives. Each i f expression requires n set membership operations
and therefore has complexity which is linear in the size of the lookahead required to make the
decision. The situation in which this type of decision can be applied is characterized by

and

for some n. Which implies that an n exists for which z, can be used to distinguish between all a
alternatives. Condition (Clb) indicates that each production has at least one sequence with a
token appearing at zi that is common to all productions in that alternative; zi cannot be used to
predict which production applies. (Clb) guarantees that n is the minimum lookahead needed for
this template.
To find the n in conditions (Cla) and (Clb), one simply considers larger and larger amounts
of input (beginning at n=l) until a satisfactory n is found. As an example, consider the following
grammar

which is bL (3). Rule s yields a FIRST3 set of

for alternative one and

for alternative two. The hisets can easily be computed:

The first two sets have tokens in common, but A: and A; are disjoint. The following function
would parse rule s.
a0

-

t
if

"a n & & 22 E {"b","cq') & & 73
match ("a");

( 21

-

"d"

)

{

to;

match ("dv) ;

-- "bV@ --

1
else i f

( 21

E { t * a w , o &*&~22
~~)

& & 23

"f" )

{

..a

1
1

where membership operations for singleton sets have been converted to single token comparisons. This parsing template is LL l(3) because tuples of size at most one were considered using at
most three tokens of lookahead.
Note that if the input is guaranteed to be a valid sentence in L ( G ) , 7, is sufficient to parse
the input correctly when (Cla) holds; e.g.
s0
if

(

23

...

-

"dW ) {

1
else i f

. ..

( 23

--

"fw

)

{

1

1

... .r,-ll

can also be ignored when the input is invalid if the user does not care how soon an
e m r is detected. If no n Sk exists which satisfies (Cla) and (Clb), a more powerful decision template is needed (or. the grammar is not LL (k)).

21

23.4. U,(n) parsing decisions

If an LL 1(n) parsing template cannot be used, either the language cannot be specified unarnbiguously (e.g. dangle-else clause), the grammar is ambiguous, k is not large enough, or an ntuple, which was artificially introduced because of the A sets, can be recognized by more than one
decision. If the grammar is ambiguous, no U ( k ) decision for any k will resolve the situation.

Increasing k indefinitely in search of a ~k that disambiguates a decision using U 1(k) is infeasible; typically, kS5 is sufficient lookahead that if a satisfactory T~ is not found, LL,(n) should be
considered.
Ul (n)

reduces f n-tuple comparisons to n token comparisons and/or set memberships
where f is IFIRST,, I for a production. However, it does so at a cost. Using A sets to represent
n-tuples is efficient, but introduces artificial n-tuples that were not actually present before "compaction." This poses no problem unless these artificial tuples conflict with a valid or artificial
tuple from a FIRST, set from another production; in which case, LL 1(n) cannot be used to predict
productions in that alternative list. For example,

t

:

1
I

"a" "b"

" c * * '*bl*
"c"

"d"

A' for rule s is { { w a w , w c w }{ w
, b t l , w d w }and
) A2 is { { " a H } , { " d w } }hence,
;
A' nA2 = { { "a" ), { "dm} } which violates conditions (Cla) and (Clb) from section 2.3.3
when n =2. An LL (2) decision for alternative one in s would recognize the four 2-tuples:

i.e. it would test:

The sequence " a w "dWcould therefore be recognized by both alternatives in s. Although 71
can be "a" and 72 can be "dWfor alternative one, ("au, " d m )is not a valid sequence for
that alternative (i.e. d FIRST2(t)).
To resolve sequencing problems like this, n-tuples must be considered. If further grammar
analysis indicates that the conflicting tuples are indeed valid, the parsing decision is U (n)undecidable (ambiguous). If the conflicting tuples are purely artificial and no valid tuples overlap
across FIIPST,, sets, then the parsing decision is LL (n)-decidable and an &(n) decision can be
used to colmctly predict productions in that alternative list.
One is not left with the prospect of testing f n-tuples, however. Combining U 1 (n) with a
few tuple comparisons can be more efficient than the straightforward approach; although it is not
always the case. U,,(n) decisions can be made by augmenting LLl(n) decisions with a test that

prevents the artificially generated n-tuples from being recognized. For instance, rule s above
can be passed in the following manner:
8

0

I
"c") & & 72 E { t ~ b w , w d &' t&l ! (21

if ( 71 E

...

I
else if

...

(

!(Ti

-

"aw & & 22

--

--

"a" & & 72

--

"d") ) (

"d") ) (

I
I

In this case, it is more efficient to combine LLl(n) and one 2-tuple comparison (4 simple compares) than to perform 3,2-tuple comparisons (6 simple compares).

Because LLl(n) analysis is efficient and handles the majority of cases, it should be performed before LL,(n). Even if LL (n) is insufficient to form a valid parsing decision, the results
of its analysis are still of value. The cost of constructing LL,(n) sets can be reduced by constraining the traversal of the syntax diagram to those paths whose edge labels (tokens) are in the set of
possible ambiguous sequences. Two alternative productions with A sets, hi and A', are ambiguous upon at most those sequences described by the set hi nAj. Only sequences in this set need
be considered since they represent the set of sequences that invalidates our LL 1(n) parsing decision. The hi f 7 hi set is pruned by our LL,(n) analysis to remove all artificial token sequences
yielding a set containing only those sequences that are E L (G).
When n-tuple comparisons are required for an LL,(n) decision, left-factoring can be used
once again reduce then number of token comparisons. However. a bigger savings is derived from
the use of trees to represent tuples as is discussed in 3.1.
This section introduced the notion of LL,(n) as a method of reducing LL(k) parsing complexity. Determining the optimal parsing expression can be accomplished by exhaustively testing
various values of m and n; but, it proves unnecessary in practice because most decisions are
LL(1). Any good solution for an LL (k) decision is sufficient since they occur so infrequently.

This paper focuses upon LL (k) parser constnrction but one cannot ignore the issue of LL (k)
grammar analysis since one cannot determine LL(k)-decidability or generate parsers without it.
We provide an overview of our analysis method in the next section so that the reader may gain
some insight into the problems associated with computing FIRST sets.
3. Analysis

To build a parser from a given grammar, a parser generator must compute FIRST sets in
order to construct parsing decisions and to determine LL-decidability. The way in which grammars and FIRST sets are represented, have an enormous impact on algorithm simplicity and
parser construction. This section presents an algorithm and its primary data stnrcture for analyzing grammar decision points. The method is straightforward but has a higher complexity than the

fully implemented algorithm in our parser generator because computations are not saved for later
reuse; computation caching is mentioned but not fully explored in this paper. Strong U ( k )
grammars are considered here for simplicity, but PCCTS's analysis algorithm actually handles
grammars that are between strong U (k) and LL(k); one can translate an LL(k) grammar to
strong LL(k) [SiS82]. We also introduce the notion of FIRST trees as an efficient data structure
for representing k-tuples.

3.1. FIRST k-Tuples vs. FIRST Trees

Representing a FIRST set as a set of k-tuples is convenient from a language theory point of
view, but proves cumbersome when FIRST sets need to be built and manipulated by computer.
Trees allow us to efficiently represent k-tuples during analysis and often highlight token comparison optimizations that are difficult to spot using tuples.
k-tuples can be represented in child-sibling tree form. For example, the tuples

can be represented by the following child-sibling tree:

or can be described using LISP-like notation as

where (p ala 2 ... a,) is a tree with p at the root and ai as the ith child of p. The 0 in the root
position is some nil node. All tokens at the same level represent the same token of bokahead; i.e.
zi will match a token at the ith level.
Because of the nature of grammars, FIRST trees contain many common subtrees; consequently many of the standard tree compactions associated with common subexpression elimination used in code generation technology can be applied. Also, many sequences have common
token prefixes which can be factored out. The FIRST4 tree for rule s from the grammar,
s

:

A t u F G ;

t

:

BIC;

u

:

D I E ;

is represented by
A + A + A + A

I

I

I

I

B

B

C

C

I

I

I

I

D

E

D

E

I

I

I

I

F

F

F

F

which can be factored to
A

I

+C

B-

I

I

D + E

D + E

I

I

I

I

F

F

F

F

and can be further reduced by eliminating common subcrees to

where

is a place holder representing the

( (D

F) ( E F) ) subtree tree we eliminated.

The hi sets used in LL I (n) analysis can be calculated easily by collecting all tokens at level
i in any of the Wees (Tla), (Tlb), (Tlc); however, it is more efficient to traverse the reduced tree
(Tlc). For example, the hisets for rule s above are:

These tree structures are used extensively by the U ( k ) analysis algorithm outlined below
and are an essential feature of our computation caching mechanism.

3.2. Algorithm Overview
A parser generator searching for an efficient expression to correctly predict alternatives
examines templates of the form &(n) for some mSn and nSk. m=n=l is an obvious place to
begin, choosing larger and larger m and n until a satisfactory template has been found. Our algorithm considers only m=l and m=n ( m a requires no decision template) as per section 2.3. For
m=l, one does not require the tree structures of section 3.1 since A sets are the result. FIRSTn(@)
for m=l returns a set of tokens that can be seen at 2, whereas FIRSTn(o)for m=n returns a tree
representing all possible input sequences generated by a o E V'U N*. Therefore, two different
algorithms may be used: one manipulating sets (m=l) and one manipulating trees (rn =n). The set
manipulating algorithm is substantially faster, but is less interesting than the m=n case.
A FIRST, request must reuse results from
in order to be efficient. In addition, If
a FIRST computation requires the FIRST of another rule, this result must also be cached. Unfortunately, some rather devious programming is involved when cycles exist (when FIRST computations are mutually defined). The m=n FIRST, algorithm outlined in the next section ignores
caching for the sake of clarity.
33. Basic Algorithm
Our FIRSTk algorithm constructs FIRST trees of depth k as outlined in section 3.1. The ith
level in the tree represents all tokens than can be matched by zi (the ith lookahead token). As a
byproduct, any FIRSTktree contains all FIRST, trees for n Sk.
This section gives an extremely terse description of the data structure and algorithm needed

to implement FIRSTk. Although we provide actual pseudo-C, it is incomplete in that it does not
handle computations which are defined in a mutually recursive way (infinite recursion can occur).
As mentioned previously, computation caching is an involved process and is also not incorporated here. An example FIRST computation is included.
A judicious choice of data structures for the grammar simplifies our algorithm considerably.
In particular, we represent a grammar as a syntax diagram with special "FOLLOW-links" alleviating the need for a FOLLOWk function. We have effectively defined FOLLOW in terns of
FIRST by modifying a standard syntax diagram to include links from the right edge: of all rules to
the nodes; immediately following any reference to that rule. Interestingly, Extended BNF notation (EBMF) can be directly encoded as a slightly augmented syntax diagram without translating
it to BNF beforehand; implying that our algorithm works identically for BNF and EBNF (well,
almost). To illustrate our syntax diagram, consider the following grammar.

The grammar can be represented by the following syntax diagram:

AD

Note the link from the end of rule t to the junction node following the reference to t in rule s ,
production two. Any FIRSTk computation that does not find complete k-tuples must compute a
F0LU)W'set. Rather than invoke another algorithm, we observe that a FOLLOW computation is
nothing but a FIRST performed upon whatever follows all references to the rule with insufficient
k-tuples. The link allows the FIRST computation to simply "fall of the edge" of the rule and
pursue FiRS7"s in other rules. When examining the algorithm given below, note that the junction
blocks immediately following rule names are considered rule junctions and the junctions immediately preceding rule alternatives are considered alternative junctions.
The following pseudo-C code accepts a pointer to any position within the syntax diagram
and returns a tree representing the sequences of tokens recognizable starting at that position.

*

Tree

FIRSTk ( p o s )
Node *pos;

t
Tree

*ti;

if

poa->type

(

I
if

(

k

--

--

TERMINAL )

1 ) r e t u r n a n o d e ( poa-Xoken ) ;

else r e t u r n mktree ( mknode (pos- >token),

1
i f ( pos->type

--

FIRSTk,l

(pos->next) ) ;

RULE )

(

for (

ti

1

i=l; iSa;

- FIRSTk

it+)

( pos->rule->alti

r e t u r n mktree( NULL,

ti, t2,

...,

);

tcr ) ;

1
1

where

mknode is a function that creates a

rnktree (p, 01, ...,

Tree node from a token and
4)combines nodeslsub-trees to form a tree (p is the m t . ai is the ith

sibling as before). pos->t ype is the type of object found at node pos and pos- >rule> a l t i represents the i l h alternative of the rule referenced at pos where p o s - > r u l e points to
the rule block of the rule referenced at pos.
Constructing a pamr for rule s amounts to calling FIRST2(s) which in turn computes
FIRST2 for productions A D and t D. Computation proceeds as follows (e indicates a position
within a production):
FIRST2 (r A D ) returns a tree comprised of

where FIRSTl ( A

l

D) yields a node with D inside:

FIRST2 (e t D) returns a tree with two siblings:

FIRST2(a A B) returns

and FIRST2 (e C ) returns
C

I
FIRST ( C a)
FIRSTl (C a) travems the FOLLOW-link pointing into production two of rule s and returns a
node made from D. FIRST2(a t D ) eventually returns

A parser for rule s could now be constructed in the following way

The i f expressions are not the fastest possible since, if one is guaranteed to have valid input, the
second i f expression is unnecessary. If the input were anything but A D, the parser would
default to the second production.
This section presented an introduction to the problem of generating LL(k) parsers with

regards to LL(k) grammar analysis. The actual algorithm has a great many more details whereas
the algorithm given here is simple (and unrealistic). It does not handle non-smng LL(k) grammars and, without caching, analysis time complexity can approach the upper bound established
by [SiS83]: 0 (I G ( '+') to test for the U (k) property.
3.4. Caching

A practical analysis algorithm must not compute any FIRST set more than once. Therefore,
all computations must be cached for possible future retrieval. This can be accomplished by saving results in the junctions nodes (represented by small boxes) in the above syntax diagram. At
most one full FIRSTk tree is stored in each junction of the syntax diagram since FIRST, is contained in FIRSTk for all nSk. Notice that this also implies that
may begin computation
where FIRST, finished and, in fact, must do so to be efficient. FIRST trees are, therefore, augmented with "continuation" nodes at the leaves to indicate where in the syntax diagram the previous computation left off.
A FIRST, computation for some n may return immediately when it encounters a junction
with a cache entry for FIRST,. For example, computing FIRST2(s) for the above grammar
requires FIRST2(t):

where FIRST2(t) is

since FIRST2(. C) is

thanks to the FOLLOW link. When FIRST2(t) is needed to generate a parser for rule t , FIRST2
can immediately return with the result since it was cached in the rule junction (first little block in
the syntax diagram above) of t by the FIRST2(s) request.
This mechanism is essentially correct, but does not treat stores of partial computationsi.e. those that were started, but could not be immediately completed. These partial results must
be saved because they often comprise much of the analysis run-time. Computations terminate
early only when grammar cycles exist; primarily in situations where the FOLLOWk(a) set for
some rule a indirectly or directly requires the FOLLOW of itself. A full discussion is not possible here, but caching is not as simple as computing a set and then storing it in a s,yntax diagram
node. Refer to the on-line materials for PCCTS for further details.
35. Complexity Analysis

Analyzing an entire grammar to determine LL(k)-decidability has an upper bound of time
O(IG I "+') and space O(IG I) [SiS83]. We have developed an algorithm that has a time complexity of 0( I G I x k) and a space complexity of 0( 1 G Ix 1 V ( '1. The caching described above
guarantees that we will compute FIRST, ( n a ) for any point in the grammar at most one time. If
there are roughly 0 (1G I) positions in a grammar and k different possible FIRST computations at
each position, at most 0( I G 1 x k) canonical set operations can be performed. The I G ( xk
FIRST sets cached in the syntax diagram by our algorithm each require space proportional to
I V I k, but FIRSTk contains FIRST,, for all n*, this results in our 0 ( 1 G I x 1 V ( ') space complexity. Because most parsing decisions require small amounts of lookahead, analysis time and space
requirements are nearly always much lower than the worst case.
4. Example Using LL(k)

We have constructed a parser generator that accepts LL(k) Extended BNF grammars. All
previous sections dealt with a parser construction from a hypothetical point of view. This section
presents an example grammar that is translated to C by the current version of PCCTS [PDC921.
The grammar is nonsensical but is simple and can be quickly grasped by the reader.
4.1. What PCCTS Implements

PCCTS is a set of public domain software tools designed to facilitate the implementation of
compilers and other translation systems. It has a number of features that make it more useful than
other compiler construction systems (e.g. we have integrated the specification of lexical and syntactic analysis). Here, we discuss only its parser generation ability.
ANTLR~,the parser generator program within PCCTS, translates EBNF grammars
ANother Tml for Language Recognition

(Extended BNF,similar to [CoS70]) directly to a syntax diagram like form similar to that of section 3.1. A code generator then walks the syntax diagram making q u e s t s to a FiRST set/tree
algorithm in search of a the parameters for a parsing template. ANTLR parsers are not full
LL (k); yet they are more powerful than strong LL (k) parsers because the handling of subrules is
smng LL (k).7

43. Grammar

This section presents a grammar that contains LLo(0), LLI(l) and LL2(2) constructs. We
give an analysis and the generated parser in the following sections.

43. Analysis

ANTLR reports the following FIRST2 tnes for our grammar (using the LISP-like notation
outlined above):
s

:

1
I
,

A B
A E

t

/ * ( A B) * /
/ * ( A E) * /
/* ( ( A D ) ( C B E )

)

*/

Notice that ANTLR did not consider two tokens of lookahead for the first production of rule t
because the choice is uniquely determined by 11.
4.4. Generated Parser

The following C code was generated by ANTLR for rules s and t above (minus the attribute and error handling code).

Full LL (k) parsing for PCCTS is currently under development.

s0
{

if

(

(LA(1)--A)
66 (LA(2)--B)
match (A) ; CONSUME;
m a t c h ( B ) ; CONSUME;

)

{

1
else if ( ( L A ( 1 ) - - C )
66 (LA(2)a-D)
m a t c h ( C ) ; CONSUME;
m a t c h (D) ; CONSUME;

)

{

1
else if ( ( s e t w d [ L A ( l ) ] 6 0 x 1 ) 6 6 ( s e t w d [ L A ( 2 ) 1 6 0 x 2 ) ) (

to;
1
1

t0
(

if

(

(LA(1)--A)
1 (
match (A) ; CONSUME;
match ( D ) ; CONSUME;

1
else if ( ( L A ( 1 ) --C)
h h (LA (2)- - B) ) {
match ( C ) ; CONSUME;
match ( B ) ; CONSUME;

1
else if ( ( L A ( 1 ) - - C )

6 h (LA(2)--E)
m a t c h ( C ) ; CONSUME;
m a t c h (E) ; CONSUME;

)

(

1
1

Here,

LA

( i ) is equivalent to

zi in our previous notation (the i f h token of lookahead).

m a t c h (T) verifies that z is the current token and CONSUME fetches the next token of looka-

head.
The decision for the third alternative in rule s deselves special attention. One would have
expected a test of the form:

Instead, ANTLR noted that only single-token comparisons were being made and a set operation
would be faster than two comparisons to L A (1) or three comparisons to L A ( 2 ) . Each unique
token set is expressed by a particular bit position within an array indexed by token.
s e t w d [ L A (1)] &Ox1looks up the position in the s e t w d array of L A (1) and checks the
first bit. If the bit is one, L A (1 ) is a member of that set. This operation is best described by the
diagram

setwd

set bits

A

[0001]
[0010]
[OOOl]
[ O O 101
[OO 101

B

c
D
E

which says that A and C are members of the first set (bit position 0; hence the & 'ing with
0x01) and B, D and E are members of the second set (hence we mask with 0x02). This type
of membership operation is 0(1), which results in much better recognition speed than the
equivalent series of token wmparisons.
Likewise, it is important to note that the definitions of the C operators 11 (logical or) and
& & (logical and) result in some optimization of the sequential wmparisons. C evaluates these
logical expressions left to right, but as soon as the result is known, the remainder of the expression is skipped. For example, if zl were C, production one of rule s,

would not bother testing LA ( 2 ) (22) against B since the first subexpression is false [ANSgO].
Execution would proceed immediately to the second alternative.
It is interesting to note that the type of code generated by ANTLR is sensitive to the ordering of alternatives. If rule s were rewritten to have the production referencing t as the first production, a different parsing template would be required for that production.

Rule s, production one, is now U2(2). As in section 2.3 we choose to augment the U l ( 2 )
solution with a test that disallows the artificially created token sequences that clash with productions two and three (A B and A E). Specifically, ANTLR generates the following if statement to predict the production, which references t. in its new position.
if

( s e t u d l [LA ( 1 ) ] & O x l ) & & ( s e t u d l [LA ( 2 ) 1 &Ox2) & &
& & (LA(2)--B 11 L A ( 2 ) - - E ) )
(

(

! (LA(1)--A
1:

0;

1

Notice that the comparison for the tree

was left-factored implicitly to test zlonly once for A since the tree was reduced by the analysis
algorithm to:

This section gave a quick demonstration of how the PCCI'S parser generator, ANTLR, uses
different LLm(n) parsing templates to generate efficient U ( k ) parsers. It also provided some
insight into a few implementation issues like the fast set membership operation arld how choice
of language (e.g. the C language) effects recognition speed. However, we encourage the reader to
further examine PCCT'S to better understand the new techniques described here; PCXTS is public
domain software and is available via electronic mail to p c c t s @ e c n. p u r d u e edu.

.

5. Conclusion

LR (k) parsers can recognize a larger class of languages than LL (k) parsers and can always
be rewritten to use only one token of lookahead - greatly simplifying the parser. Although LL
parsers are not as strong and typically require more lookahead than LR to recognize the same
language, LL has many advantages over LR when translation versus simple recognition is the
goal. LL parsers allow arbitrary action placement, downward inheritance and are significantly
easier to debug.
Previously, the only LL parsers in common use were LL(1). because k token lookahead was
considered impractical. By observing that most LL parsing decisions in a typical grammar can be
made without comparing k-tuples and often do not even require the full k tokens of lookahead, we
formulated LLm(n)as a method of generating efficient LL (k) parsers. Further, we explained how
this new technique has been implemented in the PCCI'S parser generator.
In summary, when building a translator for a language, LL's superior attribute/action handling abilities make it preferable to LR. The primary contribution of this paper, ILm(n), makes
U ( k ) efficient enough to be practical for nearly all translation problems involving source
languages that have LL grammars.
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